
1:00 PM - 1:30 PM REGISTRATION • Rivers Casino, Pittsburgh, PA

5:30 PM - 7:00 PM NCLGS/GLI RECEPTION 

2:45 PM - 3:00 PM NETWORKING BREAK

1:30 PM - 1:45 PM WELCOME AND OPENING REMARKS 

1:45 PM - 2:45 PM ARE YOUR RULES TOO OLD? 

Outdated technical compliance rules challenge the gaming industry and prohibit advancing technologies. The panel will 
delve into the real-world impacts of outdated regulations by discussing strategies for making regulatory frameworks more 
agile and will explore how to align compliance with technological innovation and business growth. The experts offer insights 
on updating and shaping regulatory practices to meet current and future demands.

Moderator: Steve May - Senior Executive, Government Affairs, GLI

Panelists: Rep. Bride Rose Sweeney - State District 16, Ohio | Paul Resch - Director of Gaming Operations, Pennsylvania 
Gaming Control Board | Harper Stephens - Government Relations Manager, Aristocrat |Mike Robbins - Senior Gaming 
Technology Advisor, GLI 

3:00 PM - 3:55 PM EXPLORING THE PATH TO iGAMING EXPANSION

Join us for an enlightening discussion as industry experts and thought leaders gather to explore the dynamic landscape of 
iGaming expansion. In this panel session, we will explore the opportunities, challenges, and strategies shaping the future 
growth of the iGaming sector. From regulatory considerations to technological advancements, our panelists will share their 
insights and experiences, providing invaluable perspectives on navigating the path to iGaming expansion. Whether you're a 
seasoned professional in the gaming industry or an emerging player seeking to enter the iGaming arena, this panel promises 
to offer valuable insights and actionable strategies for success in this rapidly evolving landscape.

Moderator: Gabe Benedik - Senior Executive, Government Affairs, GLI
Panelists: Ali Bartlett - Partner, Bose McKinney & Evans LLP | Chris Grove - Partner Emeritus, Eilers & Krejcik Gaming
Sen. Ron Watson - Maryland State Senator

4:00 PM - 5:00 PM THE GREAT GAMING CROSSOVER 

Years ago, gaming was isolated by each vertical. Lottery governed the realm for decades as Commercial Casino stayed in 
New Jersey and Nevada. Tribal casinos carved out their belongings as gaming expanded. Fast forward to today, where 
sports betting has swept through most of the US while iGaming continues to emerge slowly. Now, we see all types of 
regulators, suppliers, and operators having to learn how the other verticals work. Listen to experts who had to live with this 
new world, navigate it, and recognize the challenges.

Moderator: Angela Wong - Vice President of Global Lottery Solutions, GLI
Panelists: Helene Keeley - Director, Delaware Lottery | Madison Mackenzie - Associate Attorney, North Carolina State 
Lottery Commission | May Scheve Reardon - Vice President of Government Relations, Pollard Banknote Limited
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